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About This Game

This is not a traditional game. Oneirogen is a strange non-narrative 20-30 min room scale experience with gameplay
elements.

Oneirogen is a dreamlike circular journey through the depths of the developer's subconscious. Inspired by the writings of Carl
Jung and Joseph Campbell, this surreal experience was made for room scale VR from the ground up. Flow from one

environment to the next as you experience a magical trip through mysterious realms.

Spend as long as you like in each scene, there are no timers or scores.
No deaths, killing, or intense violence. (Safe for children)

No UI or menus. (Great for showing to newcomers to VR or gaming)
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No teleportation. Built with a 3mx3m space in mind. (Limited smooth locomotion available with thumb pad/stick for smaller
spaces)

Find the 4 hidden tokens to unlock minigames in the starting room

All proceeds support the artist to develop bigger and better and weirder VR things!

"Truly Transformative"
"Psychedelic and cathartic"

"Mesmerizing!"

Additional sound by Sara Ferret
Trailer music by Nicholas Andrew Sadler
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Title: Oneirogen
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dogū
Publisher:
Dogū
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 bit

Processor: CPU Intel i7

Memory: 16 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 980/1060 or AMD Fury (equivalent or greater)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Bretty good. 8====D / 8====D. This Atomic Squirrel isn't very happy.
Well, one lesson learned two times.
(Kick Starter backer, Estimated delivery Oct 2013)
. Simple concept, but with the myriad of ways you get to destroy these poor dummies, it is SO MUCH FNU!. these tracks are
really catchy. my favourite is strange wiggles.. the best wuxia game i every play, keep it up. Hot Blondes, threesomes, clown
serial killer, being a detective sure is frisky business!!. its fun this game have more maps now can jump and excellent graphics
but just white and pink colors .BEST. This game is so enjoyable. Get it you will not regret it.. it's not what i expected but still
recamended for others. Amazing effects, feels like real magic, but I had to ask some magicians to make sure.
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MUST BUY AND ON THE LAST LEVEL I GOT A SCORE ATACK OF 103 !!!!. This is a puzzle game with some light
hentai CGs. It launched before Hentai AHEGAO and it's better. How could that be? Impressive.

This game works fine. The CGs are not that wonderful, but it's a cheap game. I recommend for hentai puzzle collectors.. I
started to play with on a gamer laptop. It's several years old and lagging like hell. I couldn't play with it a minute.... I love this
soundtrack so much.... Game is extremely boring, and you dont really do anything except move slider bars for prices and watch
the planes. Not even close to what I was expecting.
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